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Abstract
Reactive ligand platforms containing trisubstituted boranes have been effective in
promoting new types of small molecule reactivity and catalysis with transition metals. Our
project is aimed at developing triaminoborane-bridged diphosphines that participate in
cooperative ligand-centered reactivity while bound to transitions metals. Here we present
a density functional theory (DFT) mechanistic study on a series of ligand centered reactions
at a boron center on a metal complex,

Ph

TBDPhosMCl2 (M = Ni or Pd and TBDPhos =

1,8,10,9-triazaboradecalin). Our work focuses specifically on the nickel complexes.
Ph

TBDPhosNiCl2 can react with several molecules to produce trans H-X addition (X=OH

or F) across the bridgehead N-B bond. In the presence of counterion (e.g. OTf-, Ntf-)
Ph

TBDPhosNiCl2 forms dimers. For select cases, the reaction mechanism was computed.

We are also broadly interested in the effect changing the size of the R groups on the
phosphorus in the ligand has on the reactivity of (RTBDPhos)Ni(Ln-) species. Our results
suggest that a labile chloride ligand plays an important role in the observed reactivity and
that thermodynamics drive product formation. To further understand this, we have studied
additional complexes where either the chloride ligands are replaced with stronger
coordinating ligands or the substituents on the ligand itself are modified.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Cooperative reactivity is a synergistic effect that occurs when two or more active sites
work together to promote reactivity.1 The design and understanding of cooperative ligands
during synthesis, particularly for their use in catalysis design, is an important scientific
goal.2 Although the concept of cooperative reactivity is ubiquitous in biological reactions
(e.g. the metabolism of H2, alcohols, and CO2)3 there are still considerable challenges that
have yet to be addressed before we have synthetic cooperative ligands of significant
practical value.4 By understanding the reaction mechanisms at the molecular level for
cooperative ligands using both experimental and computational tools, we can work towards
overcoming these challenges by providing new insight to design the next generation of
ligands to ultimately improve applications not only in catalysis but also in the optical
sensing of small molecules (those that undergo the reaction of interest).5
If one wants to improve the behavior of a certain complex, the nature of the ligand
is very important in obtaining the desired reactivity and properties. At times, ligands in a
complex will act as ‘spectator ligands’. These ligands (also known as ancillary ligands) do
not participate directly in the reaction; however, ancillary ligands can be tuned to alter the
steric and electronic properties of the complex which in turn affects the stability and
reactivity of the complex as a whole.6 Often chemists will incorporate electron donative or
withdrawing groups on the ancillary ligand to study the effect of tuning either the sterics,
electronics, or both. On the other hand, understanding the reactivity involving a cooperative
ligand can be more involved, since new functionalities are introduced into the molecule.
We are interested in cooperative ligand reactivity that involves ligands that are chemically
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active. These ligands actively participate in the bond activation/formation along with the
reactive center.7 In recent years, ligand cooperation has emerged as an important strategy
when developing new transition metal-based catalysts.
Metal-ligand cooperativity involving boron was known before this work.8-11 In
particular, the incorporation of trisubstituted boranes in multidentate ligand platforms has
been a useful strategy for promoting new types of cooperative-metal ligand transforms. In
these reactions, the vacant p-orbital on the boron is exploited, because it can accept electron
density from Lewis bases, nucleophiles, and electron-rich metals.12,13 Borane ligand
reactivity is typically governed by Lewis acidity and the position of boron in the ligand
scaffold. For example, boratranes and related amphiphilic ligands arrange so that the boron
can form Z-type interactions with metals. This site has been shown to promote small
molecule transformations through cooperative metal-ligand reactions.14,15 Other ligand
designs position the borane in the second coordination sphere of the metal to serve as a
remote Lewis acid binding site. This latter approach has been used in several applications,
including catalysis and optical sensing of fluoride and cyanide.16,17
Although metal-ligand cooperative platforms involving trisubstituted boranes have
been demonstrated to be effective in the previously highlighted areas, there are challenges
associated with these reactions. Some of the limitations arise from the high oxophilicity of
the electrophilic borane that is in many Lewis-acidic organoboranes used for cooperative
metal-ligand reactions. A compound that has a high oxophilicity, tends to form oxides
through hydrolysis or abstraction the of oxygen.18-20 In order to overcome this challenge,
we are interested in studying complexes that contain triaminoboranes and do not have a
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competing

reactive

site.

Triaminoboranes have a Lewis
acidity that is substantially lower
than that of other trisubstituted
boranes (such as trialkyl- and
triarylboranes).21,22 The much
lower Lewis acidity is due to the

Figure 1. An example of a metallaborateanes

donation of the lone pairs on the

triaminoborane in [κ4-B(mimR)3]M, this complex

nitrogen into the vacant p-orbitals

has a dative M→ B 𝜎 bonding. Adapted from Ref

ton the boron, which leads to the

24.

boron-nitrogen bond having a “double bond” character.23 Despite this lack of Lewis
acidity, triaminoboranes, when used in ligands (such as in [κ4-B(mimR)3]M shown in
Figure 1), can help promote reactivity across the metal boron.8
In fact, we have also reported a class of triaminonborane ligands that are reactive
with several molecules. Previously we reported a new class of outer-sphere borane ligands
that are diphosphines bridged by a chelated triaminoborane called 1,8,10,9triazaboradecaline (TBD), shorthand we label it as RTBDPhos where R is the functional
group on the phosphine. It was discovered that

Ph

TBDPhosMCl2 (1) (where M = Ni and

Pd) reacts selectively with water, alcohols, or hydrated nBu4NF to yield trans H–OR or H–
F addition across the bridgehead N–B bond on the TBD backbone (1-HX) (Scheme 1).24
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Scheme 1. Through the cooperative reactivity of the B and N,

Ph

(TBDPhos)MCl2 (1)

reacts selectively with water, alcohols or hydrated nBu4NF to yield trans H-OR or H-F
addition across the bridgehead N-B bond on the TBD backbone (1-HX).

1.2 The reactivity of PhTBDPhosNiCl2
In our previous work, we described the reactivity of 1 in several different reactions
and under varied reaction conditions.24,25 In previously reported reactions involving
triaminoboranes, the metal plays an important role in promoting reactivity. However, the
reactions involving 1 occurs without any direct participation from the metal. Additionally,
triaminoboranes are expected to have no measurable Lewis acidity. Despite this, the ligand
undergoes a trans addition reaction that involves abstracting an anion from molecules that
have a much higher Lewis acidity. For example, 1 can abstract fluorine from BF4- even
though the boron in BF4- has a high Lewis acidity.26 This suggested that there must be a
unique environment at the boron center in the ligand. In this first study, several reaction
conditions were considered, and the relative stabilities of the products were explored with
DFT. In these first studies,24-25 the protonation of nitrogen on the bridgehead appeared to
be important to the reactivity of the boron center. Given this, the reactivity of 1 is described
as “cooperative ligand-centered” meaning that the chemical reaction requires the
participation of more than one atom on a ligand, specifically the boron and nitrogen group.
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Moreover, 1 undergoes so-called cooperative ligand-centered reactivity for two main
reasons: 1) the nature of the reactivity should be distinguished from cooperative metalligand reactions and ligand-centered reactivity that only involves a single atom on the
ligand (such as Lewis acid or base binding), and 2) the cooperative ligand-centered
reactivity should be highlighted as a potential ligand design principle.24
As noted previously, a variety of reaction conditions were explored first by
experiment and later by means of DFT to understand why only the trans addition product
is observed, under what conditions forming a dimer was favorable, and to begin to
understand the relative stabilities of the observed species (Scheme 2) In addition to 1
reacting with water, alcohols or hydrated nBu4NF to yield 1-HX, where X is a halide, –OH,
methonal group, we observed that in the presence of counteranions (NTf2-, OTf-, and
BaArF4) 1 reacts with several Brønsted acids and silver salts to dimerize and these

Scheme 2. Reactivity studies of 1 with Brønsted acids and silver salts. Reproduced from
Ref. 25.
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structures were characterized in the solid-state by X-ray diffraction to contain bridging
chloride ligands (Scheme 2). Furthermore, we observed that in the presence of
triethylamine, NEt3, reactions of 1 involving water and alcohols molecules dramatically
accelerated, going from a reaction that takes several days to go to completion, to a reaction
that goes to completion in a matter of minutes. It was also observed that when the ancillary
chloride ligands on the nickel in 1 are replaced with the more strongly coordinating
thiolates or catecholates, the reactivity of 1 was shut down.25 This, in combination with the
formation of dimers that contain fewer chloride groups than the sum of two monomers,
suggested that the lability of the chloride ligand could play a role in the reactivity of these
species. Furthermore, we hypothesized that the protonation of the nitrogen group on the
ligand backbone occurs first. We propose that these two effects (the removal of a chloride
ligand and the protonation of the bridgehead nitrogen) play a crucial role in overcoming
the low Lewis acidity of 1, which results in a more reactive boron center.
In this work, through a combination of theory and experiment, we explore the roles of
the counter anions, the effect of the addition of NEt3, and the effect of changing the
ancillary ligand on the reactivity of 1. Ultimately, we propose a mechanism for the
reactions of 1 to 1-HX for the nickel-containing systems (reactivity with Ni and Pd are the
same in the experiments). The mechanistic study also probes why only the trans addition
product is observed and we partially address questions about under what conditions the
species dimerize.
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2. Results and discussion
2.1 The role of the protonated nitrogen.
Triaminoboranes are expected to have no measurable Lewis acidity,26 however,
despite this 1 reacts with several small molecules at the B–N bond to yield a trans addition
product denoted 1-HX (Scheme 1). We hypothesize that in order to overcome the low
Lewis acidity of 1, the nitrogen on the TBD backbone must first be protonated before the
rest of the reaction can proceed. Experimentally, it was observed that 1 when treated with
MeOH, will react to yield trans methanol addition across the bridgehead N-B bond on the
TBD backbone. However if 1 is treated with the anhydrous methoxide salt in
dichloromethane, NaOMe, no reaction will occur.24 This suggests that for reactions to
occur at the boron center, the nitrogen must first be protonated. To further support that the
reaction from 1 → 1-HX follows this pathway and to quantify these relative stabilities of
the proposed intermediates that have not been isolated by experiment, we performed DFT
calculations for each step of the reaction (2) (see section 4 for computational details).
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Though reactions 1 with HCl
always

yield

a

dimeric

product

Figure 2. Possible reaction pathways for the reaction
of HCl with PhTBDPhosNiCl2 (1).

(Scheme 2), we will take the addition
of HCl across the bridgehead N-B
bond in the TBD backbone as an
example, note that this reaction can
proceed in one of two ways: 1) the
protonation of the nitrogen occurs first
Table 1. Calculated ΔG for reactions (kcal/mol)
(the top path in Figure 2) or 2) the
shown

at

the

M06-L-D3/def2-TZVP//M06-

addition of chloride to boron occurs
L/def2-SVP
first

(the

bottom

path).

level

of

theory

using

The
dichloromethane SMD solvent model

thermodynamics

to

form

these
Entries Reactions

intermediates and that of the overall
reaction (Gibbs free energies) are

1
2

given in Table 1. While the source of

3

chloride is unambiguous (HCl), the

4

ΔG (kcal/
mol)
-10.5

1+ Et2OH+ → 1-H + Et2O
1 + HCl + Et2O → 1-Cl +
+31.1
Et2OH+
1 + H2O + Et2O →1-OH +
+56.7
Et2OH+
1 + BF4- → 1-F + BF3
+37.4

proton source is less clear. We expect that HCl is not dissociated in the solvent under these
conditions resulting in an insufficient amount of H+ ions in solution to act as the reactant.
Therefore, we considered what other species in solution could be protonated. The reaction
contains diethyl ether, Et2O, and we proposed that its protonated form, Et2OH+, is in
solution in sufficient amounts to acts as the proton source. Note that diethyl ether acts as a
proton acceptor in the subsequent step where chloride coordinates to the boron and Et2OH+
is reformed, so these species do not appear
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a

in

the

overall

reaction.

The

protonated intermediate (1-H) is
exergonic by 10.5 kcal/mol (Table
1, entry 1) while forming the
intermediate with the anion (1-X) is
endergonic

by

31.3

kcal/mol.

Likewise, the barriers to form 1-X
(where X= OH, F) again much

Figure 3. Kinetics for the first step (the

higher than the protonation of the

protonation of the nitrogen, denoted as TS1) of the

nitrogen at 56.7 and 37.4 kcal/mol,

1→ 1-HX reaction.

respectively (Table 1, entries 3-4).
Reaction kinetics were not explored for chloride attack since the formation of the
product is prohibitively high and any barrier would be higher. However, the kinetics for
the protonation of nitrogen was, and the results are shown in Figure 3. Before the nitrogen
can be protonated, Et2OH+ is first adsorbed on to complex 1, this adsorption is energetically
favorable by -8.4 kcal/mol. The transition state for the protonation (denoted as TS1 in
Figure 3) has a low barrier of 4.1 kcal/mol. (The next steps of the 1→ 1-HX will be
discussed in sections 2.2. and 2.4)
These computational results, along with previous experimental results,24 suggested
that the protonation of the nitrogen group on the ligand backbone results in a more reactive
boron center thus overcoming the low Lewis acidity of the TBD backbone. Since the
protonation of the nitrogen is an integral step in determining the reactivity of 1 at the boron
center, we describe this reactivity as being “cooperative ligand-centered”.
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2.2 Stability of the Observed TBD Product
A single trans isomer (isomer-1A in Figure
4) is crystalized for the additions to the N–B
backbone of 1.25 However, four possible isomers
could form, two cis isomers and two trans isomers.
The relative Gibbs free energies are consistent with
the experimental observation (Figure 4). The trans
isomer

(isomer-1B)

that

is

not

observed
Figure 4. Relative energies in

experimentally is 8 kcal/mol higher in energy while
kcal/mol for the four possible
the two cis isomers are 3.4 (isomer-1D) and 3.7
isomers of the product (1-HCl).
(isomer-1C) kcal/mol higher, respectively.
Isomers 1A and 1B are trans while
Since the lowest energy trans (isomer-1A)
1C and 1D are cis.
and cis (isomer-1D) isomers are only separated by
3.4 kcal/mol, we computed the transition state for the addition of chloride to 1-H in both
the trans and cis positions (Figure 5). Recall that the barrier for the protonation of the
nitrogen is low at 4.1 kcal/mol; however, a significant difference in the activation energy
to form the cis and trans products in the next step is observed. The ∆G‡ for cis addition of
chloride to boron is +35.2 kcal/mol while the barrier to form the trans product is only +11.2
kcal/mol. We attribute this to steric effects due to the orientation of the phenyl groups, and
this further supports why only the trans product is crystalized. The other relative energies
of the isomer reactions with H2O and BF4- are included as supplementary information;
however, the same big picture conclusions emerge.
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Figure 5. Comparison of stepwise addition of chloride to 1-H to form the lowest energy
cis and trans products.

2.3 The role of the ancillary ligands
Experimentally it was observed that the chloride ligands in 1 could be replaced with
the more strongly coordinating and/or chelating ligands 1,2-benzenedithiolate to form 2,
catecholate to form 3, and thiophenolate to form 4 by treating 1 with the corresponding
thiols and catechols in the presence of NEt3 (Figure 6). Remarkably, unlike complex 1,
complexes 2, 3, and 4 do not react with H2O, MeOH, or nBu4NF·(H2O) to yield the trans
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H-OR or H-F addition products across the bridgehead N–B bond on the TBD
backbone. In fact, no reaction at all is observed. To further understand these observations
and provide the relative energies for the overall reactions, DFT calculations were
performed for reactions involving 2, 3, and 4. Table 2 includes the overall Gibbs free
energies that were obtained for the reactions of these complexes with methanol and how
they compare to the analogous reaction with 1. The reactions to form 2-MeOH, 3-MeOH,
and 4-MeOH are endergonic (positive in energy and unfavorable) at 13.7, 12.9, and 4.3
Table 2. Calculated ΔG for reactions (kcal/mol) shown at the M06-L-D3/def2TZVP//M06-L/def2-SVP level of theory using a dichloromethane SMD solvent
model.
Entries

Reactions

1
2

1 + MeOH → 1-MeOH
2 + MeOH → 2-MeOH

ΔG
(kcal/
mol)
-1.1
+13.7

3
4
5
6
7

3 + MeOH → 3-MeOH
4 + MeOH → 4-MeOH
1 →1' + Cl1 + Et2OH+→ 1' + HCl + Et2O
1 + H3O+ → 1' + HCl + H2O

+12.9
+4.3
+23.7
-8.4
-19.0

Figure 6. Synthesis of (PhTBDPhos)NiL2. L2 = C6H4S2 (2), C6H4O2 (3), and (C6H5S)2
(4).
kcal/mol (Table 2, entries 2-4), respectively. These results suggest that the addition of
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MeOH to 2, 3, and 4 is thermodynamically unfavorable which explains their lack of
reactivity relative to the identical reaction of 1 to 1-MeOH which has a free energy of -1.1
kcal/mol (Table 2, entry 1).
Initially, it was not clear why replacing the chloride ligands would stop reactivity
on the TBD backbone. A clue that helped us rationalize this is that when 1 is reacted with
silver salts and Bronsted acids, it loses at least one chloride to form dimeric solid-state
structures with bridging chloride ligands. From this, we began to suspect that the removal
of a chloride ligand from the nickel and the subsequent formation of the three-coordinate
nickel complex (1) is necessary for reactions on the TBD backbone to proceed (Figure 7).
To confirm that 1 could be formed we performed DFT calculations to obtain Gibbs
free energies for individual reaction steps associated with the loss of chloride from nickel.
Initially, we computed a relatively high energy barrier of +23.7 kcal/mol for the removal
of a single chloride ligand. However, we have shown that the presence of a proton source
in solution such as the hydronium ion or Et2OH+ facilitates chloride loss with free energies
of -7.0 and -19.0 kcal/mol, respectively (Table 2, entries 5-7). The thermodynamics
support that it is possible to remove a chloride ligand from 1 under experimental conditions.

Figure 7. Proposed rate determining step for reactions of 1 →1-HX
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Collectively, these results provide are consistent with reactions at the TBD
backbone proceeding very slowly (if at all) without chloride loss from 1. The decoordination of chloride is necessary to relieve the strain around the metal so that the
phosphorus substituents and atoms on the puckered TBD backbone can rearrange during
the reactions where both the nitrogen and boron on the bridgehead N-B bond must change
from a three-coordinate planar geometry to a four coordinate tetrahedral geometry.
Additionally, this supports the observations of the reactivity of TBDPhos from our previous
study where Lee et al. demonstrated that changing the phenyl substituents on TBDPhos to
sterically bulky isopropyl substituents shuts down the reactivity of iPrTBDPhosNiCl2 with
water, alcohols, and fluoride with added base.24
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2.4 Comparision of 1 and 1 mechanisms

Figure 8. Comparison of pathway A (black) and pathway B (red) reaction pathways to
form 1-H-Cl
We hypothesized that the rate-determining step of the reactions of 1 with small
molecules is the loss of the labile chloride that decoordinates during the reaction to form a
three-coordinate nickel complex as an intermediate (1) (Figure 7). The formation of 1 is
an important step in the trans addition reactions of 1. To further investigate the role of the
1 as a reactive intermediate, we again computed the reaction mechanism by first forming
1 prior to the adsorption of Et2OH+ (pathway B which is red in Figure 8 is compared with
the reaction mechanism of 1 (pathway A which is black in Figure 8 and was discussed in
Section 2.1 and 2.2). The first step in the reaction is to either decoordinate a chloride ligand
which is favorable by 8.4 kcal/mol or to directly associate Et2OH by forming a hydrogen
bond type interaction at the nitrogen (also -8.4 kcal/mol), If chloride is removed to form
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1, 2.6 kcal/mol is required to associate with Et2OH+, which is low considering that both
species are positively charged. From the associated complex, the barrier to the first
transition state (TS1 in Figure 8) for pathway A is lower (4.1 kcal/mol) than the analogous
step in pathway B (7.8 kcal/mol). The subsequent first intermediate that is formed (1-H or
1-H depending on the pathway) is more favorable in pathway A. This results in a higher
barrier to the second transition state (TS2) of 11.2 kcal/mol compared to 5.8 kcal/mol in
pathway B. These results suggest that both pathways could be operative depending on the
reaction conditions. For example, if little Et2OH+ is present in solution, pathway B cannot
comment with pathway A. On the other hand, if Et2OH+ is present and the complex follows
pathway B, the final step to form 1-HCl is endergonic by 11.6 kcal/mol which is similar to
the larger barrier to TS2 in the other pathway.
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2.5 Understanding the effect of NEt3 on the rate of reaction
Under the initial set of reaction conditions shown in Scheme 1, 1 will react very
slowly with water and alcohols over the course of several days to form 1-HX (where X =
OH or OMe. However, when triethylamine (NEt3) is added to the solution, the rate of the
reaction is drastically increased, going to completion within several minutes. Initially, it
was not clear why the addition of a base such as NEt3 would have this effect when
protonation of the bridgehead TBD nitrogen is first needed to overcome the low Lewis
acidity of the triaminoboranes. Experimental results suggested that NEt3 helps promote
chloride loss (since in the presence of water and alcohols, the addition of NEt3 produces

Figure 9. Comparison of reactions to form 1-HCl when Et2O or NEt3 is the proton
acceptor. Adduct 1 corresponds to a species where the proton acceptor (either NEt3
or Et2O) is adsorbed on the complex 1-H, and Adduct 2 corresponds to the species
where HNEt3+ or Et2OH+ is coordinated to 1-HCl.
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HNEt3+ as well as conjugate hydroxide and alkoxide anion) assisting in the formation of
1, thus speeding up the reaction rate.24,25
We further investigated the effect of NEt3 on the reaction rate by computing the
reaction of 1 → 1-HCl one more with NEt3 acting as the proton acceptor. In all previous
calculations of the 1→1-HX, the proton source was Et2OH+. We compared the mechanism
for 1 → 1-HCl for when NEt3 or Et2O was the proton acceptor (Figure 9). When NEt3 is
the proton acceptor, the reaction is significantly more favorable. This is largely because
adduct 1 for the NEt3 mechanism is more exergonic than the similar adduct with Et2OH by
24.1 kcal/mol resulting from the nitrogen on NEt3 being a better hydrogen bond acceptor
than the oxygen on Et2O. Additionally, Adduct 2 is higher in energy than the product when
NEt3 is used so no additional energy is required to decoordinate the proton accepting group
to form the product. Our calculations assume both proton sources have the same
concentration; however, this may not be the case under experimental conditions.
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2.6 Reactions in the presence of counterions and their role in dimerization/chlorine labile

Figure 10. The effect of counter anions on the monomer reactions and the formation of dimerH2O.

The mechanisms presented up to this point only consider products and
intermediations with one nickel center, and therefore, tell only part of the story. Another
effect of the concentration of counter anions in the solution is that 1 will react to either
form the trans addition product (i.e. the monomer denoted 1-HX) or dimerize. To dimerize,
a chlorine ligand must be lost from nickel to form the three coordinate complex 1 (or the
intermediates 1-H or 1-HX). Previous work and experimental evidence led us to conclude
that 1 plays an important role in the trans addition reactions of the monomer. We
hypothesized that counter anions in solution promote dimerization. The reactions of 1 with
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water are presented as a representative case (other reactions are included as supplementary
information). When experiments are performed without adding salts (i.e. counter anions),
1 will react with water to form the trans addition monomer product (1-H2O). When counter
anions are present, 1 will react with water to form the dimeric product (Scheme 2). To
study this phenomenon, we calculated each step in the reaction of 1→ 1 → 1-H2O both
without counter anions present and in the presence of the counter anion triflate (OTf-)
(Figure 10). It is no surprise that when chloride is abstracted to form the positively charged
1, the presence of triflate stabilizes the reactive intermediates. In the most extreme case,
the ion-pairing energy of trifalted with 1-H is -19.3 kcal/mol. In other words, 1-H is much
lower in energy when triflate is present.
In addition to calculating the stepwise reaction of 1→ 1→ 1-H2O, we also
calculated the formation of the dimer, dimer-H2O (Figure 10). The formation of dimerH2O from 1-H2O is downhill by -9.9 kcal/mol (resulting in an overall change in free
energy of -25 kcal/mol with respect to the two monomers.) These results are consistent
with the observation that the presence of the counter anions effects whether the monomer
or dimer product forms. Since the 1-H intermediate is stabilized by the presence of counter
anions, the formation of the 1-H2O product is not possible since it lies 28.6 kcal/mol higher
in energy. Furthermore, the dimeric product, dimer-H2O, is more stable than the
monomeric product 1-H2O. Finally, while Figure 10 may cause one to assume that the
reaction at the bridgehead B–N group occurs first and dimerization occurs later, this is
simply one possible route. In fact, dimers with unreacted B–N groups have been isolated
and can also undergo ligand-centered reactions. We emphasize that at which step
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dimerization occurs depends on the reaction conditions (concentration of the reactant HX,
concentration of counterion, etc).

2.7 Effect of changing the R group on the ligand.

The effect of the size and nature of the R group on RTBDPhosNiCl2 play an important
role in the reactivity of the TBD backbone. Lee et al. have previously shown that replacing
the phenyl substituents on TBDPhos with the sterically bulky isopropyl substituents (to
form

iPr

TBDPhosNiCl2) shuts down the reactivity of the TBD backbone towards water,

alcohols, and fluoride.24 We have already hypothesized that low steric hindrance is needed
around the metal center so that the phosphorus substituents and atoms on the puckered
TBD backbone can rearrange during the reactions involving the bridgehead N-B bond
(hence the need to form 1). The observation that changing the R from phenyl to isopropyl
further supports this case. To investigate the role of the R group on the reactivity of
R

TBDPhosNiCl2 by means of density functional theory, we have considered R = iPr, Ph,

and methoxy (The methoxy derivative

MeO

TBDPhosNiCl2 will be referred to as 5). Note

that the MeOTBDPhos ligand has been used to form complexes with other metals. 5 reacts
slowly with water, alcohols, and fluoride to form a trans addition product across the N–B
bridgehead.
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The mechanisms for the formation of 1-HCl and 5-HCl were computed and compared
(Figure 11). The main difference between the two mechanisms is when R = MeO the overall
Gibbs free energy of the reaction is slightly endergonic at 1.9 kcal/mol. In contrast when
R=Ph the overall reaction is slightly exergonic at -0.9 kcal/mol. These results are consistent
with experiment. The equivalent profile for iPr will be computed in future work.

Figure 11. Comparison of the mechanisms for the formation of 1-HCl and 10-HCl.

3. Conclusion
In summary, despite the lack of measurable Lewis acidity of the TBD backbone,
treating solutions of 1 with Our computational results demonstrate that the first step in
overcoming this low Lewis acidity is through the protonation of the bridgehead nitrogen.
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Furthermore, our results show that only one trans isomer is formed since all other isomers
are less favorable thermodynamically and kinetically.
A key finding from Lee et al. was that the ligand-centered reactivity on TBDPhos
is controlled by the ancillary ligands and substituents attached to phosphorus. Here
demonstrated that we showed that the reactivity on the TBD backbone could be suppressed
by replacing the chloride ligands in 1 with chelating and less labile thiolates or catecholate
(2–4). DFT calculations show less favorable reaction energies for 2–4, consistent with their
lack of reactivity. This supported the hypothesis that the rate-limiting step in reactions of
1 that is the de-coordination of chloride ligands from 1 to form the three-coordinate metal
complex 1. We propose that 1 must form in order to relieve the strain around the metal so
that the phosphorus substituents and atoms in the puckered TBD backbone can rearrange
during the reactions involving the bridgehead N-B bond. Our comparison of the
thermodynamic and kinetics of the 1 and 1 mechanisms show that the 1-H intermediate
is less stable than 1-H leading to a lower barrier for the addition of the anion.
Additionally, the product of the dimerization of 1 has bridging chloride ligands
whose formation is impacted by the presence of counterions in solution that form ion pairs
to stabilize the charged dimer. Additionally, the counter anions stabilize the 1
intermediates (particularly the protonated intermediate 1-H), which further stabilizes the
pathway to form the dimer in comparison to the trans-addition monomer product.
Previously, it was shown that replacing the phenyl substituents on TBDPhos affects
the reactivity of the TBD backbone.24 Here, we demonstrated that we could also replace
the phenyl substituents with methoxy to form MeO(TBDPhos)NiCl2 (referred to as 5) which
would also have a profound effect on the reactivity of the TBD backbone. We computed
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the mechanism for 5→5-HCl and compared to the 1→1-HCl mechanism. The results of
our study demonstrate that changing the ligands on the phosphoresces affects the kinetics
and thermodynamics of the reactions, most notably in the case of 5 the second transition
state, has a much lower barrier than in the case of 1.
Finally, the effect of NEt3 on the mechanism of 1→1-HCl was studied to determine why
its presence accelerates the reaction rate. We show that the adduct of NEt3 to complex 1H is lower in energy to the equivalent step in the reaction with Et2O. This is because NEt3
is a better hydrogen bond acceptor than Et2O, which results in an overall lower Gibbs free
energy of the reaction. Additionally, after the chloride is transferred to the bridgehead B
center and 1-HCl is formed, it is easier to de-coordinate the species in the profile with NEt3
than Et2O to form the product. These results provide some insight as to why the reactions
rates of 1 are increased in the presence of NEt3. .
4. Computational Details
Geometry optimizations and harmonic vibrational frequencies were performed for all
species using the Gaussian 16 software program package.27 The M06-L functional was
employed for all calculations using an ultrafine grid.29-30 All complexes are singlet ground
states. For the optimizations and the computation of vibrational frequencies, the def2-SVP
basis set was used for all atoms. 31-34 The SMD solvation model was used to include the
effect of solvation in all of the calculations. The solvent used was dichloromethane. Single
point energy calculations were performed on the optimized structures using the def2-TZVP
basis set for all atoms. For select reactions, this approach (M06-L/def2-SVP//M06-L/defTZVP) was compared with a full optimization and vibrational analysis using the larger
basis set, def2-TZVP (see validation of computational methods (section 6.4) and the
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supporting information of reference 25). Unless specifically noted, the geometry
optimizations were performed with the smaller basis set. Calculated free energies can be
affected by the presence of low energy modes that are not well-described by the harmonic
approximation. Using the approach developed by Grimme and co-workers, vibrational
frequencies smaller than 100 cm-1 are replaced with 100 cm-1 to compute the Gibbs free
energies and the enthalpies. Free energies are computed at 298.15 K and 1 atm and a
standard state correction have also been applied assuming 1 M concentrations for all
species in solution. These corrections were introduced using a python code written
developed by computational researchers at the University of South Dakota (specifically the
Miró group).
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6. Supplemental Information
6.1 Additional Isomer Reactions

Above shows the stepwise reactions for all possible isomers of 1-HF, 1-HCl, 1-H2O.
All reactions produced similar results, most notably that the most thermodynamically
favorable isomer was the trans-isomer that is seen experimentally.
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In addition to calculating the isomers for 1, we also calculated the isomer for 1-HF, 1HCl, 1-H2O (starting from the complex 1) to see the effect that the removal of a
chloride ligand from the complex has on the formation of isomers. Notably, we see a
similar trend in the favorability of the isomers as we did for the 1-HX complexes. In all
these cases the most favorable isomer is the same trans-isomer that is seen
experimentally.
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In addition to calculating the Cis mechanism where the hydrogen and Chloride are added
on to complex 1 we also computed a cis mechanism where the H and Cl- are added on
to 1 concretely through a “ring” transition state (see above). This mechanism has a very
high barrier (+58.4 kcal/mol) and is an unlikely mechanism for the addition of HCl to
complex 1.
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6.2 Additional 1 and 1 mechanisms
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In addition to computing the 1 and 1 mechanisms for 1-HCl we also computed the 1 and
1 mechanisms for 1-HF. Unlike reaction of 1 and HCl which does not occur
experimentally (instead, they form the dimeric product), the reaction of 1 and BF4- does
occur experimentally. This is why this reaction is so downhill compared to the 1-HCl
reaction. Regardless, we observe a similar effect of removing the chloride ligand from
the complex. Since the 1-H complex was less stable than the 1-H complex, the barrier
to the second transition state is lower.

6.3 Additional counter anion calculations
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Not only did we compute the energies the steps of 1→ 1 →1-H2O with and without
counter anions but we also computed the energies for the same step assuming at the 1
is not formed with and without counter anions. The results show that the protonated
intermediate is stabilized for all reactions in the presence of counter anions.
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Additionally, we computed the energies of 1→HCl and 1→ 1→1-HCl with and
without the presence of counter anions. The results were similar to that of the 1 and
water reactions. The counter anions stabilized the 1 intermediate steps, which lead to
the formation of the dimer to be far more favorable than the trans addition monomer
product. In all cases, the protonated intermediate step was stabilized in the presence of
the counter anions.
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6.4 Validation of computational methods
Reaction 1
1-BF4 → 1ʹ-BF4 + Cl

-

Reaction 2
1-HF-BF4 → 1ʹ-HF-BF4 + Cl

1
9

-

1
7

Reaction 3
+

1-BF4 + Et2O2H → 1ʹ-BF4 + HCl +

- - - -

Et2O2
Reaction 4
+

1-HF-BF4 + Et2O2H → 1ʹ-HF-BF4 +
HCl + Et2O2
Reaction 5
1-BF4 + HF → 1-HF-BF4
Reaction 6
1 ʹ -BF4 + HF → 1 ʹ -HF-BF4

To ensure that geometry optimization with a smaller basis set did not affect the quality of results,
for select reactions geometry optimizations were performed using the M06-L/def2-TZVP level
of theory and compared to def2-SVP//def2-TZVP. The Free energies of reaction in kcal/mol are
shown above, the results are in good agreement.
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